How it WorksProducts


Connect
Get more calls answered
Protect
Stop spam & fraud calls
Registration
Free number registration


Hiya Mobile App
Block spam, caller ID



Solutions





Businesses
Reach more customers
Verticals
Financial Services
Retail and Services
Healthcare
Insurance



Case Studies
MetCredit
Gabb Wireless
OppFi


See All





Partner Programs
Offer customers more



Carriers
Protect mobile subscribers 



Technology Partners
 Secure your service 


Resources




Resource Center
Whitepapers and video lessons



Blog
Industry tips and trends

Events
Meet Hiya in person



Newsroom
Company headlines



Customer Stories
Real companies, real results

State of the Call
Stats and info from the industry



Company

About
Leadership and history
Careers
We're hiring!
Contact Us

The Hiya Promise
Transparency & accountability
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Get a demo





State of the Call
Hiya’s State of the Call report showcases the top trends and insights about the voice call, providing key learnings to businesses, carriers, device manufacturers, and consumers.

Get the Report







State of the Call 2023

Hiya’s State of the Call report showcases the top trends and insights about the voice call, providing key learnings to businesses, carriers, device manufacturers, and consumers. 
Get the report





Our annual survey combines data from

2K+

businesses surveyed

13K+

consumers surveyed

600+

carrier decision-makers 
surveyed

243B+

calls analyzed






Voice is the preferred channel of communication for businesses and consumers – and it's growing
People have more ways to communicate than ever. Yet no matter how diverse our communications options become, the phone call remains the undisputed leader. The phone call is becoming more entrenched for consumers, businesses, and carriers alike. 





Spam and fraud frequency is growing – and threatening trust in voice calls.
10% of all 243.5 billion call processed by Hiya in 2022 were flagged as spam and fraud. It's a growing problem impacting businesses and consumers alike. When people don’t know or trust who is calling, they are less likely to pick up the phone altogether.




Trust and security are a major opportunity for carriers and businesses alike to improve customer experience
1 in 3 businesses have had their name used by an impersonator making scam calls. 63% of consumers reporting that they’ve received an impersonation call – and only 27% of consumers say it didn’t negatively impact their opinion of the legitimate business or organization.





Identity can help reestablish trust
Business and consumers agree, identity is the best break through the noise of spam and fraud. 72% of consumers report they’re more likely to pick up if they know who is calling - and 50% of businesses believe identity is the most effective way to increase answer rates. 







Download the 2023 State of the Call Report
Dig deeper into the trends across the voice channel. Download your copy of the complete 2023 State of the Call Report now.



Fill out this form to download the report:









Connecting businesses with customers, protecting people from spam, and helping carriers secure their networks for all.
Contact us


Quick links
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Solutions
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Products
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OverviewCareersContactLanguagesCookie Settings

Protect your personal device
Join over 5 million people identifying the calls they want to take and blocking the numbers they want to avoid with the highly-rated Hiya mobile app

Download:
App Store

Google Play



LinkedIn
Facebook
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